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...is for everyone

A solution
designed for you!
Richmond Solution is our educational innovation system,
aimed at schools that seek to advance their English
language teaching programs through the design and
implementation of a personalized plan.

Solutions
Richmond Solution offers different proposals to better suit the needs and
objectives of each institution. The different options take into account
the number of hours per week being taught, the institutional teaching
approach, and offer a variety of print, digital and blended contents and
components.

Education Technology
Richmond Solution offers different proposals to better suit the needs and
objectives of each institution. The different options take into account
the number of hours per week being taught, the institutional teaching
approach, and offer a variety of print, digital and blended contents and
components.

Methodology
Our methodology places students at the heart of the teaching and learning
process, and encourages them to actively participate in their own learning
in and outside the classroom.

Systematic Evaluation
Evaluation in Richmond Solution acknowledges students' accomplishment
of the institutional goals proposed for each school grade.
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Learning Analytics
Evaluation in Richmond Solution acknowledges students' accomplishment
of the institutional goals proposed for each school grade.

Coaching and Consultancy
Our academic teams support innovation management strategically and in
a flexible way.

Processes
in Richmond Solution, processes are based on the institutional needs

and on providing learning evidences to allow schools to make informed
decisions.

richmondsolution.com
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...is for everyone
How it works
With the Richmond Learning Platform and its features,
students and teachers have a variety of tools available to
make practice fun and relevant

Communication

Store and share external
content, images, video
and other resources

Reporting

Track student progress
via the Markbook

Offline Solution
Download your study
materials
through the app

www.richmondlp.com
www.richmondelt.com
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Tools and functionalities

• Test Manager

• Offline Solution

• Markbook

• Communication

- Create, assign and
personalize tests

- Download study materials
and sync your scores

- Track student progress and
view reports

• Assignments

- Share images, video and
other resources
- Create and manage online
classes*

- Assign units and activities

• Class Library

- Store and share your content

*Only available for RLP+ and Young Adults

Download the app now
Available on Google Play® and App Store®
*Not designed to be used with mobile phones
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Unauthorised
copying of
copyrighted material
is illegal.

www.richmond.com.ar
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Bilingual
Education

...is for everyone

Compass

A1 A2 B1 B 2 C1 C2

7

Levels

With Compass, students embark on a fascinating voyage across the oceans, lands and sky, and
through the realms of human knowledge, to explore many of life’s important questions.

Reading Assessments

Powered by MetaMetrics

®

American
English

Digital
Book

Video

Exam
Connection

Audio

Digital
Platform

CLIL

Compass is a seven-level program that blends the best of ESL (English as a Second Language)
and EFL (English as a Foreign Language) methodologies. The scaffolded language and strategy
program helps students develop their communication skills to the fullest.
With its unique blend of ESL and EFL methodologies, Compass stands out as an innovative
program that students will love using, and that will prepare them for success in international
language examinations.
With Compass, students will work with effective, engaging materials that will allow them to
use English in and beyond the classroom, while making extensive connections between new
language and a comprehensive range of topics.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Blended

Methodologies

Through its integrated English as a Foreign Language and English Language Arts programs, COMPASS offers a robust
language curriculum combined with rich, authentic content.

Compass English as a Foreign Language
(Modules: Language Log, Vocabulary and Grammar Log)

• Focus on communication
• Explicit vocabulary and grammar development

• Development of all four skills
• Clear alignment to CEFR descriptors

Compass English Language Arts

(Modules: Reading Log, Writing Log, Phonics and Spelling Log)

• Comprehensive reading strategy development in
the Reading Log
• Scaffolded writing program in the Writing Log

• Topic

• Early literacy support in the Phonics and
Spelling Log
• All modules aligned to the US Common Core
Standards

and Inquiry-based Learning

Compass topics are developed from questions—life’s essential big questions—about knowledge, society and humankind,

and about the natural world. These questions encourage students to explore and personalize language while developing
different skills. In each Log, students examine the same big questions from different perspectives.

Topics about Me

Who am I?
What have I done in my life?
What do I wish for?

02-RCHMND_ELTCAT_2020(17-32)INTL.indd 19

Topics about
the Natural World

What can animals do?
How does the weather change?
How do living things change?

Topics about Society
and Humankind

Who helps me?
What influences who I am?
What events changed
the world?

• Language

Log

The Compass Language Log provides explicit grammar and vocabulary instruction and a methodical,
competency-based development of the four skills (Reading, Listening, Speaking and Writing) according
to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). At the end of each topic, students work on an
extensive task or project that requires them to apply and demonstrate new language, skills and concepts
with a strong focus on production, as they explore and answer the topic question.

Vocabulary and grammar
input plus practice help
students answer the Big
Question.

Speaking and Listening
skills are the focus of
two lessons.

• Vocabulary

and Grammar Log

The Compass Vocabulary and Grammar Log offers students the opportunity to practice, systematize, and
test their learning of the new vocabulary and grammar studied in the Language Log.

The Compass
Vocabulary and
Grammar Log provides
additional practice for
use in the classroom or
at home.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Reading

Log

Many texts
were written
by published
international
children’s
authors.

The Compass Reading Log
offers students a vibrant,
appealing reading program
that helps them explore
the Big Questions from
different perspectives.
As they use the Compass
Reading Log, they will be
exposed to a wide range
of texts from fiction to
nonfiction genres.

Graphic organizers
facilitate the
organization of
information.

Log

The Compass Writing Log
includes US Common Core
writing strategies, following
a scaffolded product and
process writing approach.
The writing program allows
students to learn about and
produce a wide range of
age- and level-appropriate
texts through guided,
engaging writing tasks.

Different
activities guide
brainstorming
before the
writing
process.

• Phonics

• Writing

and Spelling

Log
The Compass Phonics and
Spelling Log is based on US
Common Core Standards,
with an expanded syllabus to
cover six levels. Scaffolded
presentation and practice of
English sounds and spelling
rules enable young readers
to decode words and explore
new texts. The Compass
Phonics and Spelling Log is
available on the Compass
Platform exclusively.
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Introductions
to the core
vocabulary
and phonics
strategy
include audio
support, so
students
can identify
and produce
sounds and
spellings.
Fun chants
help students
practice and
remember
new phonics
and spelling
concepts.

Compass

Starter Level

In Compass Starter, students begin their exploration voyage with the Captain of the Compass and
his companion, Davy.

• Language

Log

When students begin their journey, they may respond mainly at the gesture or word level. Nonverbal response
cards are included with the Compass Starter Language Log . By the end of this level, students will be able to
give extended spoken responses, to read short texts and write at a sentence or paragraph level. This is achieved
through different strategies taught across the program modules, and also through exposure to the wide range of
vocabulary Compass Starter offers.

Compass Starter Language Log

offers a solid language program
through the clear teaching
of vocabulary and grammar
together with focused reading,
writing, listening and speaking
skills work. This enables students
to develop their communication
skills and become fluent and
accurate.

www.richmond.com.ar
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Speaking and listening skills are
the focus of two lessons.
The Compass Starter
Language Log also includes a
complete Synthetic Phonics
program.
The fiction reading lesson is
accompanied by a lively video
program.

• Reading

Log

Through the Compass Starter Reading Log, students are exposed to a variety of fiction and nonfiction texts.
These will help them increase their understanding of the Big Questions, as well as introducing them to the
wonderful world of reading. A video narration accompanies the fiction text.

23
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• Writing

Log

Getting Started

The Compass Starter Writing
Log guides students to write their
first texts. Following a carefully
scaffolded process writing
approach, they create a fiction and
a nonfiction text about each topic.
Students work with sample texts,
graphic organizers and draft pages
before writing and illustrating their
final texts.

The great horned owl lives in the
Sonoran Desert. It has feathers, pointed
ears and sharp claws. The great horned
Organizing My Ideas
owl usually hunts at night. It eats insects
1 Read the names of some biomes. Circle one. Research an animal
and small animals.
that lives in it. Complete the information.

3 Complete the text.
1

2

It

desert

forest

grassland

ocean

rain forest

My Draft

Name of animal:
Biome: lives

3

The

fresh water
tundra

1 Read the text. Complete the sentences.
1 The text is about

.

2 It lives

.

3 It has feathers,

(animal,
biome)
Description
of

4 It usually

the animal:

5 It eats

ears and

claws.

at night.
and small

.

2 Look at page 98. Circle the labels.
3 Look at the map on page 98. Mark (✓) the countries the Sonoran

Activity:
(description)

Desert is in.

Food:

Canada

2 Draw your animal.
(activity)

4

Along the year, students gradually
move from word- to sentence-level
writing. The Writing Log helps
students produce meaningful,
creative and coherent texts at the
paragraph level, too. At this level,
spaces are provided to help learners
with the development of fine
motor‑skills, so that letter formation
is simple and their writing is legible.

The

coral reef

USA

Mexico

4 Look at the text. Follow the instructions.
1 Draw red triangles around the capital letters.
2 Circle the comma in orange.

It eats

3 Draw a blue square around the periods.
The Sonoran Desert

99

My Classmate’s Checklist
4 Exchange books with a classmate. Read the sentences.
Mark (✓) Yes or No.
1 The text is about an animal.

100YesTopic 8 Nonfiction
No

2 There are facts and a description.

Yes

No

3 There are capital letters, a comma

Yes

No

and periods.
The Sonoran Desert

101

Compass Bonding Booklet
This booklet is unique to the COMPASS program. It helps families and schools
connect, and together encourage students to maximize their learning opportunities.

• Vocabulary

and
Grammar Log
The Compass Vocabulary and Grammar
Log offers students the opportunity
to practice, systematize, and test their
learning of the new vocabulary and
grammar studied in the Language Log.

The Compass Vocabulary and
Grammar Log provides additional
practice for use in the classroom
or at home.

24
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Preschool

...is for everyone

Gumdrops

3

levels

Rebecca Lee Williams

American
English

Audio

Printable
Material

• Gumdrops is a comprehensive three-level preschool series

incorporating the most recent methodology proven to be effective in
teaching English to the little ones. It offers positive early childhood
experiences in a wide range of relevant contexts.

Components &
Resources:
For Students

With Gumdrops, students will:
• Acquire English following the natural
stages of language learning:
preproduction, early production and
speech emergence.
• Use vocabulary naturally in meaningful
and focused activities.
• Play extension-activity games on the
interactive CD-ROM in levels 2 and 3.

• Student’s Book

• Start early print literacy development.

• Student’s Audio
• Student’s Resource Pack
- Stickers

• Develop six principal areas
of learning—personal, social
and emotional development;
communication, language and literacy;
problem solving, reasoning and
numeracy; knowledge of the world;
artistic development; and physical
development.

- Mini-flashcards
• Activity Pad

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Guide
• Class Audio
• Big Book
• Posters, Cutouts and Stick
Puppets
• Teacher’s Resource
Material:
• Assessments
• Templates
• Fast Finisher Activities
• Projectable Big Books
• Projectable Posters
• Classroom Language Cards

www.richmond.com.ar

Un

it

1

The Unit Opener is a
reproduction of the
poster . This vividly
illustrated page at the
beginning of each unit
facilitates the
presentation of new
vocabulary and is used to
activate prior knowledge
of the theme.

School

3

9/20/12 3:18 PM

Gumdrops offers a theme-related values page at the end of
each unit to help students learn and develop important
character traits in all areas of learning.

The Gumdrops
Methodology

Values

Gumdrops aims to

Values Unit 1

02 GM SB1 VALUES.indd

Gumdrops features an App
for Apple and Android
devices with fun activities to
review and practice the
language in the Student's
Book everywhere children
go!The App can be
downloaded from the App
Store and the Google Play
Store.

67

67

foster a positive
attitude toward
language and learning
in general.
Although it focuses
primarily on English
teaching, it also
contains a balanced
programme of
carefully planned
activities that promote
the development of
the child as a whole
special attention given
to teaching vocabulary
and essential skills.

Primary
...is for everyone
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Kids' Web Second Edition
Paul Seligson

3

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

W
E
N

QR codes that take
students to digital
educational objects!

Kids’ Web Second Edition

Interactive
Activities

British
English

Digital
Book

is an updated and improved version of the

best-seller Kids´Web, an English language series for the early years
of primary school that connects students with the world of
English speakers in a modern, fun and meaningful way. Designed to
accompany children at every stage of their intellectual development, the
course has been tailored to meet different goals at each level. This Second
Edition combines the essence of the original version with various
innovations.
Key features of Kids’ Web

Second Edition

• Communicative and collaborative
approach, which promotes the practice
of the four skills.

• Kids’ Web Home Connection in
Spanish with suggestions on how
parents can participate in the
children’s learning process.

• Work with interdisciplinarity: CLIL, Life
Skills and Socio-emotional
Competences.

• QR codes that take students to digital
educational objects

• Greater role of the character Webby and
his gang.

• Socio-emotional animations for the
integral development of the child as a
whole

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
and parents
• Student’s Book with
integrated Workbook
• Comic Book
• Interactive activities,
animations, audios and
karaoke version of
songs
• Downloadable Home
Connection Booklet

For Teachers
• Downloadable
Teacher’s Book
• Teacher’s Resource
Material
• Downloadable Class
Audio
• Digital Book

• Work with textual genres.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Student´s Book and Workbook
The Student’s Book in each level of Kids´Web Second Edition starts with a
Welcome Unit, followed by eight regular units, four Reviews and four CLIL or Life
Skills sections. These are accompanied by attractive stickers and cut-outs that
offer support for the practice activities and contribute to the development of the
child’s motor skills. There is also a fully integrated Workbook with extra
activities for all the units.

The Kids´Web
Second Edition
Digital Experience
• Digital Book
It’s a digital version of the
Student’s Book to access the
course material at home and
for teacher’s use in the
classroom.
Also available at
tienda.santillana.com.ar

• Comic

• QR codes

Book

Students are motivated to follow the adventures of a group of friends through
four chapters to awake the pleasure for reading and to provide contact with
different textual genres. The Comic Books include comprehension activities
and follow the content studied in the Student’s Books.

QR codes that give access to
different digital objects for
introducing, reviewing or
complementing content
studied in the units.

• Socio-emotional
Animations

One episode per level of the
Oppa Kêki animated series
related to topics that are being
studied with dialogues in English
to stimulate listening
comprehension and to arouse
reflections on different socioemotional skills.

Teacher's Book

The downloadable Teacher’s Book provides detailed instructions for developing
the activities in the Student’s Book, as well as their answers, plus the theoretical
foundation of the series. In addition, it includes suggestions for warm-up
activities, extra activities, audioscripts and ideas on how to do the same activity
with students who present different needs.
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Open Day

7

Levels

Simon Cupit, Michael Downie, David Gray, Melati Gray and Catriona Morris
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

In Open Day,
students learn
to communicate
confidently in English.
At each level, students are
accompanied by characters
called Good Buddies. They appear
in stories with animals that are or
have been critically endangered. This
contact with endangered species will
inspire students to become balanced
human beings who care about the world
they live in.

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Video

British
English

Audio

With Open Day, students will:

Printable
Material

Exam
Connection

CLIL

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book
• Practice Book
• Readers

• learn vocabulary and language aligned to the CEFR
standards.

• Digital Book
• Richmond Learning Platform
- e-Practice Book

• get acquainted with international certification formats for
young learners.

- Extra activities

• explore content from other subject areas (CLIL).

- Videos related to each Topic

• learn to enjoy life’s moments through mindfulness
activities.
• become productive members of their community through
activities in the Citizenship section.
• consolidate their knowledge about each topic by doing
projects.
• share information about themselves through personalised
tasks.
• develop critical thinking through the investigation of life’s
important questions.

- Animated Readers with
karaoke

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book
• Flashcards
• Posters

• Richmond Learning Platform
- Teacher’s Book
- Audio (downloadable)
- Evaluation resources
- Activities for the videos
related to each Topic

For Parents

• Richmond Learning Platform
- Home Connection (activities
to carry out with kids)

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Student's

Book

Each level begins with a Welcome Unit that aims at recycling the contents from the previous
level. In the case of Level 1, the Welcome Unit deals with classroom functional language. Each
level has four topics with two units each that develop around that specific theme.
The structure of each topic is shown in the chart below:
A two-page opener
is included before
each pair of units. This
helps both students
and teachers become
acquainted with the
topic by means of
short tasks.

Topic Opener
Units 1, 3, 5, 7

My Words (2 pages)
My Language (3 pages)
Time to Practise (1 page)
Mindfulness (1 page)
Sounds Fun! (1 page)
My Skills (6 Traditional
pages)
The Red Ball
Games

R1

Unit 1 School Clubs
Look at the pictures and discuss

Make a list of clubs and

the questions.

activities at your school.

1. What are the children doing?

Discuss what club you

2. Where can you do these activities?

would like to join.

Units 2, 4, 6, 8

My Words (2 pages)
My Language (3 pages)
Sounds Fun! (1 page)

Topic 1 Unit 1 School Clubs

12

Unit 2 My Hobbies
Create your perfect

Discuss the questions.

hobby timetable for one

1. Why is it important to join clubs or
have hobbies?

week. Do a different

Time to Practise
rdspages)
My Wo(2
CLIL (2 pages)
Citizenship (1 page)
Project (1 page)
My Progress (2 pages)

white
d
r
br wn
Vocabulary is presented in context in the My Words section.
lue bl ck
blu
Space is a section to
gr enMy
practise language in a
personalized way.
range
2. What are your hobbies? Why do you

.

tch day.
d maeach
3 Color anhobby

like them?

Topic 1 Unit 2 My Hobbies

13

Listen and po

int.

My Space

ack.
Color the backp
er.
Ask and answ

What color is
your backpack?

It's blue.

15

Friends
Topic 1 Unit 1 My

U1ODSB1.indd
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The presentation of
language is through
a two-page comic
strip. A third page
focuses on another
language point or the
reinforcement of the
previous ones.

Time to Practice
provides students with an
opportunity to reinforce
recently acquired
language with testformat exercises in the
four skills: listening and
speaking in the first unit
of a topic and reading and
writing in the second one.

Mindfulness
Why is it important to pay attentio
n
when doing different activitie
s?

Paying Attention
1 Listen and number the
exerci

ses in the order you hear

them.

Sounds Fun!

42

Twist and Breathe

ds
1 Listen to the wor

t letter.

and circle the silen

2

1

A complete page
is dedicated to
Mindfulness
activities
for students
to develop
awareness of
their thoughts,
feelings and
emotions.

6

knock

. Then write kn,

plete the words.

wr, n or r to com

g

The Silent Letter Son

Heart and Belly Breathing

hear us,
You can see us, but can't
you see,
We're silent letters,
ite,"
"(1)
in
"w"
Like the
ee."
Or the "k" in "(2)

do in each situation. Listen

1. You were sitting down

write

wrap

2 Listen to the song

Write which exercise to

knife

5

4

Sunshine Breathing

3

wrist

knee

for a long time and conce

again and check.

ntrating hard.

2. You will take a test
in a few minutes.
3. You are working in
groups and need to listen
to what your classmates
saying.
are
80

Topic 3 Unit 5 Telling Stories

ow,"
ight" and "(4)
"(3)
Find us in words like
letter "k,"
Which begin with the
o" begin with "n,"
"(6)
and
ight"
While "(5)
same!
And sound exactly the
ite us,
(7)
Be careful when you
ong,
It's easy to get us (8)
ight,
(9)
Study us and spell us
song!
And practice with this

r

50

The knight rides into

the night.

wnr

51

w
r

52

53
k your answers.
silent letters.
ters. Circle the
the tongue twis
knees.
to knock their
how
know
hts
wrong.
1. Nervous knig
pping paper's
t way, the wra
wrap it the righ
2. Ryan didn't

Listen and chec

at
3 Listen and repe

News
Topic 3 Unit 6 Big

n wr

Sounds Fun! includes
songs, tongue twisters
and games to provide
phonemic awareness
and practice of specific
sounds that move from
simple to complex
structures throughout
the six levels.

n
93
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My Skills

Writing

1 LLookk at the
h pictu
i res and

My Skills pages
allow students to
develop strategies
in the four skills
with a wide variety
of tasks, including
test-format
activities.

0

h

unscramble the words.

1

(o s e r h)

3

o

r

s

e

The Citizenship
page contains
activities focused
on values and
encourages
reflection and
critical thinking.

hip
itizensship
Citizen
C

(n r w b o)

4

✓
✗

Helping at Home

2

1 Listen and write the numbers.

43

(n r a b)

5

Share my toys.

6

Clean my room.

Help my family.

(p a e p s l)
Play

(p m j u)

(g i b)

(e r t h e)

a Backwriting Game!

Horse?

Clean the
living room.

Collect my toys
after playing.
Clean the table in
the dining room.

Do you help

at home?

That's right!

2 Color the apples that show what

84

you do.

.

3 Draw another picture or phrase

Topic 3 Unit 5 On the Farm
U5ODSB1.indd 84

Topic 2 Citizenship

68

The CLIL page promotes critical thinking and
provides students with a chance to apply previous
knowledge in a different content area.
8/22/19 4:07 PM

8/22/19 4:28 PM
U4ODSB1.indd 68

My Progress
Can you say how things make you feel?

3 Say how each picture makes you feel.
1

2

3

4

My Progress
consists of a series of
can-do questions for
students to reflect
on their performance
throughout the
topic. Each question
is followed by a
short task for them
to obtain evidence
of their progress
through selfevaluation.

Can you use too and enough to express degree?

4 Rewrite the sentences to mean the same with too or enough.
(hot).

1. It's too cold. It isn't

(small).

2. It's not big enough. It's

(cheap).

3. It's too expensive. It isn't

(slow).

4. It's not fast enough. It's

Can you talk about things that have and haven't happened?

5 Mark (3) the activities you have done today.
1. listen to music

3. watch TV

5. play a game

2. read a story

4. do homework

6. eat lunch

Share your answers with a classmate.
I've already read a story.

I haven't eaten lunch yet!

Home Connection
Watch a movie in
English and share
opinions.
Nessie and Bigfoot:
Fact or Fiction?

Topic 3 My Progress

• Readers
There are four Readers per level where
students will read enjoyable stories related to
each topic in the Student's Book.

• Practice

R3

101

Book

This provides additional
practice, as well as a
section to help students
explore the Readers and
develop their reading
comprehension skills.

My Language
corr ct options.
and circle the corre

3 Read

Phili iippiine Eagle

as big as 200 years ago.
The eagle population isn't
as it is now.
The forest wasn't as dirty

Bald Eagle
Height:
71–96 centimeters
Wing Size:
Up to 2.2 meters

Height:
76–102 centimeters
Wing Size:
Up to 1.9 meters

Weight:
3.1–6.3 kilograms
Status:
not endangered

Weight:
4.5–8.1 kilograms
Status:
critically endangered

s.
as Philippine Eagle
t usually as tall / short
1. Bald Eagles aren'
Eagles' wings.
/ small as Philippine
aren't usually as big
2. Bald Eagles' wings
Eagles.
Bald
as
light
/
t usually as heavy
aren'
s
Eagle
pine
3. Philip
Eagles.
common as Philippine
t as endangered /
4. Bald Eagles aren'
adjectives
not as… as and the
the sentences with
4 Read and complete
in the box.
old
long
dirty
endangered
tall
isn't
d. The Bald Eagle
is critically endangere
Eagle
pine
Philip
The
1.
.
endangered.
The Bald Eagle isn't
dirty.
now. It used to be
.
2. This river is clean
This river isn't

old.
3. David is 10 years
David isn't

David's sister is 12

eters

4. David is 60 centim
Sophia isn't

years old.

58 centimeters tall.
tall and Sophia is
a has long hair.

hair. Emm
5. David has short
David's hair isn't

.
.
.

ging World
Topic 4 Unit 8 A Chan
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Go Up!

3

Levels

Brendan Dunne and Robin Newton
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Digital
Book

Go Up! is a dynamic 3-level series for Primary that puts children first. It fosters
English language learning through attractive resources like stories, songs, chants
games, videos and hands-on activities.

Go Up!

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students

features:

• Student’s Book
• Activity Book

• Clear methodology: Vocabulary and
grammar points are recycled continually as
children progress, while logical lesson
structures ensure that the focus is always
clear at a glance.

• Digital solutions: Fully interactive
materials such as games, posters and
videos supported by an easy-tofollow learning path means going
digital has never been easier!

• A wealth of multimedia content: All songs,
stories and culture lessons are
accompanied by fun animations and videos.
Grammar animations in level 3 also help
fully explain the nuts and bolts of English.

• All songs, stories and culture lessons
are accompanied by fun videos and
the focus on CLIL and cultural
connections helps to give children a
broader learning experience.

• Digital Book
• Interactive Activities
• Richmond Learning
Platform with
downloadable audio and
animations

For Teachers
• Teacher’s Book &
Audio CDs
• Teacher’s Resource
Bank
• Digital Book
• Richmond Learning
Platform with audio,
video, extra resources
and project ideas

• Emphasis on social emotional learning
activities.

www.richmond.com.ar
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English on the Go!

3

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Digital
Book

English on the Go! is a brand new series for upper-primary schools and
language schools that puts students at the centre of the learning process and
develops cognitive as well as social and emotional skills. Students are constantly
stimulated to work with both, printed and digital pedagogical resources in an
integrated manner, magnifying learning opportunities and fostering opportunities
and fostering their autonomy.

English on the Go!

features:

• Challenging tests, audio and exclusive
videos as starting points to engage learners
in the topic of the units.

• Digital solutions: Fully interactive
materials such as games, posters and
videos.

• Activities focused on social and emotional
learning skills designed to prepare students
to become global citizens.

• Projects focused on solving
problems in a concrete and hands-on
manner.

• Use of the scientific method of enquirybased research as a tool to develop critical
thinking skills.

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Interactive Activities
• Richmond Learning
Platform
• Digital Book

For Teachers
• Teacher’s Book &
Audio CDs
• Teacher’s Resource
Bank
• Digital Book
• Richmond Learning
Platform with audio,
video, extra resources
and project ideas
• Posters

58
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• Student's

Book

The Student’s Book in each level of English on the Go! starts with a welcome unit,
followed by eight units, each with fourteen pages. The opening pages focus on
the development of visual literacy, engage students in discussions and activate
their previous knowledge.

The English on
the Go! Digital
Experience
• Digital Student's Book

• Workbook

A full-color Workbook with extra activities for all the units. It also contains
Projects, extra Branch Out project activities, extra explanations and
activities for grammar topics in the Language Reference section and other
resources to help students such as a Glossary and Stickers. The audio for
the listening activities is available online.

An online Student’s Book
& Workbook to access the
course material at home.
Available in the
Richmond Learning
Platform.
Also available at
tienda.santillana.com.ar

• Interactive Activities

Available for free at our
website
www.richmond.com.ar

• Richmond Learning
Platform
Teacher's Book

The Teacher’s Book presents the theoretical background and overarching
principles of the series. Additionally, it gives teachers guidance on how to
conduct the activities in the classroom and use the series' resources.

www.richmond.com.ar
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Study and practice
wherever you are...
anytime! Even offline!
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Orbit

3

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Video

Digital
Book

Orbit is a three-level inquiry-based series developed for the early years of Primary
School. Orbit introduces children to the English language through modern, visual,

fun activities. The innovative approach based on topics from children’s everyday lives
stimulates their curiosity and inquisitive spirit, arousing their interest and encouraging
their active participation in the learning process.

Orbit features:
• Work with social emotional competencies.
• Colourful unit openers.
• Fun comic strip stories.
• Activities with cutouts and stickers.
• Short video-documentaries related to the
unit topic.

04-RCHMND_ELTCAT_2020(49-64)INTL.indd 56

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students

• Student’s Book +
Workbook
• Stickers

• Interactive Practice

• Hands-on section with
cross-curricular projects.
• Games to review the content studied
during the year.
• Extra practice online and the
Workbook section to reinforce the
lexical and grammatical content.

• Digital Book
• Picture Dictionary
App

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book

• Teacher’s Resource
Material
• Teacher’s Audio Material
• Flashcards
• Digital Book

18/05/20 20:18

• Student's

Book

The Orbit unit openers are visually attractive two-page spreads that stimulate
students' interest and curiosity.
There is a WELCOME UNIT in every book that presents the story and the group of
characters in each level.

Orbit Digital
Resources for
Teachers
• Editable annual planning
• Digital flashcards and
wordcards of the
vocabulary presented in
the Student´s Book
• Editable tests
Key questions aim at promoting interest and activating previous knowledge.

Answers to the questions are revealed in the unit story, in which the group of kids
of different nationalities interact and look for the solution to the problem
presented at the beginning.

Social and emotional
competencies are
developed in the stories.
Activities that develop
social and emotional
competencies have the
icon to identify them.
The GOODBYE UNIT at
the end of every book
links the story to the
next level, to stimulate
students’ curiosity.

A REVIEW section
every two units offers
the opportunity to
revise the content
learned in class and
consolidate key points.

Teacher's Book

Provides all the necessary guidance for the teacher to carry out the Student's
Book and social and emotional development activities. It includes additional
information, extra activities, activities bank and comments on the digital
activities.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Digital interactive book to
project in class

All Around New Edition

3

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Digital
Book

All Around New Edition is a fully updated and improved version of the best
seller All Around. While still focusing primarily on the learning of the English
language. The topics, activities and resources in this new edition have been
carefully redesigned to teach the whole child: cognitively, creatively and socially
through a variety of modern and entertaining projects and social emotional
competences activities. A Big Question now establishes the central topic of the unit
and promotes critical thinking, curiosity and interest in learning. As students
acquire and practise extensively the necessary language skills in English, the
series also helps them develop themselves socially and emotionally at the same
time.

All Around New Edition features:
• A clear and easy-to-use material within
a simply-structured and integrated
programme.

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students

• Student’s Book +
Workbook
• Interactive
Activities
• Digital Book

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book

• Teacher’s Resource
Material
• Teacher’s Audio Material
• Posters
• Digital Book

• Variety of printed and digital crosscurricular, interactive and fun activities
for students.
• Plenty of extra ideas and materials for
teachers.
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Young Achievers

7

Levels

Sarah Fash, Suzanne Harris, Martyn Hobbs and Julia Starr Keddle

Richmond
Learning
Platform

British
English

Digital
Book

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Audio

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of skills, a fast-paced

grammar syllabus, and phonics provides children with a strong foundation. This,
combined with a cross-curricular and cultural focus gives primary students all the
tools they need for success. Throughout the course, students are presented with
integrated external exam practice for both Trinity GESE and Cambridge Exams to
give them the confidence they need. Young Achievers aims to provide children
with all the support they need to achieve all their language goals.
Key features of Young Achievers:

• emergent grammar in a spiral
programme: students discover grammar
rules at their own pace over several
presentations
• CLIL pages with hands-on projects
• a structured reading programme with
original stories and a comprehensive
phonics and spelling programme
• writing programme

www.richmond.com.ar
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Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book
• Activity Book
• Digital Book

•

• downloadable assessments,
worksheets, templates, flashcards
and posters that enrich students'
learning experience and cater to all
learning styles
• extensive practice on every page of
the Student’s Book and Activity Book
to help students learn naturally at
their own pace

CLIL

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book
• Teacher’s Resource
Material
• Teacher’s Audio Material

Secondary

...is for everyone

6

Keep it REAL!

Levels

Carolyn Barraclough, Bess Bradfield, Graham Fruen, Suzanne Gaynor,
Martyn Hobbs, Jake Hughes, Julia Keddle and Claire Thacker

Graham Fruen

Keep it REAL!

Keep it REAL!

Keep it

Jake Hughes

Carolyn Barraclough
and Suzanne Gaynor

Graham Fr
Fruen

Martyn Hobbs
and Julia Keddle

Bess Bradfield
and Claire Thacker

B2

B1+

B1

A2

A1+

A1

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

A1

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

A1+

A1+
B1

A2

B1+
A1+

B2
Bess Bradfield and Claire Thacker

Martyn Hobbs and Julia Keddle

Carolyn Barraclough and Suzanne Gaynor

Graham Fruen

Graham Fruen

Jake Hughes

L leeavr anni n
R e l e v a n t E n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l eR L
e leeavr an ni n
t gE n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l eR e
ee
l ea vr an ni nt gE n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l eR L
e leeavr an ni nt gE n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l e
eR L
e leeavra
r n ni nt gE n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l e L e a r n i n g
t gE n g a g i n g A c h i e v a b l eR L

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Audio

Printable
Material

Richmond
Test
Manager

e-Student's
Book

e-Workbook

Teacher's
i-Solutions

Keep it Real! is the ideal secondary course for today’s mixed-ability
classes, with its flexible blend of dynamic video and digital content,
easy-to-use classroom materials, and focus on developing
communicative competence and 21st century skills.
With Keep it Real!, students will:

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Works
perfectly with
Richmond
Solution

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• e-Student’s Book
• e-Workbook

• immerse themselves in Relevant, Engaging, • practice functional language, based
Achievable Learning!
on real-world contexts and play an
innovative, online board game to
develop speaking skills.
• watch real-life vloggers, using the target
language in authentic contexts.
• build skills for the 21st century, with
• get to grips with grammar, with accessible
Think critically, Get creative, Find out
animated grammar presentations.
and Compare cultures.
• develop cultural awareness, through minidocumentaries in each unit.

• revise and extend learning with
optional sections for Projects, Exams
and Literature.

• Richmond Learning Platform
- Audio, video, animated
content and games
- Extra practice activities for
course language and skills

For Teachers
• Fully digital interleaved
Teacher’s Guide with
Student’s Book pages
• Digital Book for classroom
presentation/interactive
whiteboard use
• Printable mixed-ability
language and skills
worksheets for every unit
• Complete assessment
package with Richmond Test
Manager
• Richmond Learning Platform
- Assign homework and track
learners’ progress
- Access detailed reports on
learners’ performance

18/05/20 20:22

• Student's Book
Enjoyable grammar
animations
contextualize the
new language
and present the
rules. Students
can also watch
innovative videos
from authentic
vloggers, and
mini-documentaries
about culture in the
English-speaking
world.

Learn
more
about...
Videos and Vlogs

include authentic
vloggers in contemporary
contexts, entertaining
and informative grammar
animations and short
real-world
documentaries.

Fast Finishers
activities give
options for
mixed-ability
classes.
21st century skillses
are practiced
throughout the
units.

Clear can-do
statements for
each lesson.

Online board game
helps students
collaborate, speak
and practice
English.

• Workbook

Mixed ability
is catered
for through
activities at
different levels
of support and
challenge.

Regular wordbuilding tasks
develop lexical
awareness.

www.richmond.com.ar

Keep Moving!

is an exciting digital
boardgame for students
using Keep it REAL!, and
an innovative way to
revise the language and
skills they have learned in
class. The game gives
students plenty of
opportunities to practise
their spoken English while
having fun.

Sign Up to English
New Edition

4-7

levels
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

María Alice Antunes, Paula Boyce, Valéria Siniscalchi and Mónica Tosi

British
English

Interactive
Activities

Sign Up to English New Edition is a fully-updated and improved version of
the best seller Sign Up to English, a four-level (in its full edition) or seven-level (in
its split edition version) series specially designed for teenagers studying English as
a foreign language. It takes learners from a beginner or false beginner to a preintermediate level.

Sign Up to English New Edition has been fully redesigned and updated:
• The lesson layout now looks more modern,
clean, clear and dynamic.
• NEW icons have been designed for listening,
speaking, reading and social emotional skills
and interactive activities icons for easy
reference.
• Topics have NOW been updated and
specially chosen for the teenager of today's
world.

• There is now a NEW focus on the
development of 21st Century Skills:
critical thinking, creativity,
collaboration and communication.
• MORE collaborative pair-work and
group activities.

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Integrated Student’s
Book and Workbook
• Digital Book
• Interactive Activities

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book
• Downloadable Audio
• Teacher's Resource
Material
• Digital Book

• MORE textual genre variety: articles,
chats, posts, comics, interviews and
others.

18/05/20 20:22

• Student's

Book

Each level begins with a Welcome unit that aims at recycling the contents from the
previous level. In the case of the Starter level, the Welcome Unit deals with English
words and simple structures students probably know. The Starter level has six
units more and levels 1-3 eight units more. Levels 1-3 are also available in Split
Editions.
New self-assessment
opportunity helps students
reflect about their own learning
process and be fully conscious
of their strengths and
weaknesses in relation to the
Unit Goals.

New #Pic of the Unit presents
questions which establish the
central topics of the unit and
promote critical thinking,
curiosity and interest in learning.

A clearer grammar and vocabulary presentation and Sign Up to Grammar Boxes in every lesson
are followed by online Interactive Activities which can be traced when used in platforms. These
provide fun and engaging practice, reinforcement, extension and consolidation of the grammar and
vocabulary topics studied.
Improved Useful Tips Boxes offer extra information about grammar or vocabulary topics, and
pronunciation or spelling in relation to the lesson topic.

New SEL activities help students reflect on their emotions
and develop their critical thinking and social skills.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• The last lesson in the unit is the Review Lesson . This offers constant opportunities
for recycling and integration.

• There's a NEW Project Work section with a Project every two unit. This section

offers the possibility to carry out a range of hands-on activities in which students
will need to apply what they have learnt in these units and which can be solved in
traditional ways or involving the use of technology.

The World Issues
section every two
units offers extra
reading
opportunities and
focuses on the
development of
different reading
skills and
vocabulary
enhancement. It
also provides
knowledge and
insight on different
cultures and
countries and
reflection and
appreciation of their
own.

06-RCHMND_ELTCAT_2020(81-96)INTL.indd 81

• Workbook
The Workbook section provides students with additional lesson-by-lesson practice
of the grammar and vocabulary topics studied in the unit and further opportunities
to develop their macro skills in an integrated manner.

Teacher’s Components
A wide range of print and digital material is provided to
complement and enhance your teaching.

TheTeacher’s Book is the
gateway for a sound and
thorough use of the series.
It provides some useful and
practical ideas and
suggestions to give support
to teachers in different
areas. It contains lessonby-lesson planning notes,
Audio Transcripts and
Answer Key sections to the
activities in the Student's
Book and Workbook

Teacher’s Digital Book
A digital version of the Student's Book is also
available for teacher's use in the classroom.

Teacher’s Downloadable Audio
All listening exercises used in the Student’s Book,
Workbook and Teacher’s Resources.
Available at www.richmond.com.ar

www.richmond.com.ar
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TheTeacher’s Resource Material provides a
wealth of extra resources. It consists of
exclusive worksheets for teachers to expand
or adapt. These include tests, annual lesson
planning and extra practice, and they can be
found online.

Stopwatch

4-7

levels

Simon Brewster, Viviane Kirmeliene and Alastair Lane

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

ALSO AVAILABLE
Stopwatch App

British
English

Interactive
Activities

App

Digital
Book

Stopwatch is a motivating, visually-engaging series for teenagers. It offers a choice
of entry-point level (Starter or Beginner ) and develops skills through to B1 of the
Common European Framework (CEFR). Its unique four-level (full edition) or sevenlevel (split edition) structure allows schools to fine tune their selection according to
the specific needs and abilities of their students.

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book with
integrated Workbook
• Interactive Activities
• Digital Book
• App

With Stopwatch, students will:
• Engage with authentic, down-to-earth
topics.

• Develop an awareness of cultural
diversity in the global community.

• Develop visual literacy skills through
icons and high-impact photos.

• Be motivated by timed activities and
challenges.

• Enhance their critical thinking skills by
answering relevant, thought-provoking
questions.

• Enjoy hands-on projects and practice
in print and digital formats.
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Audio

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Guide
• Teacher’s Resources
- Class Audio
- Tests and Audio
- Reading, Grammar and
Vocabulary Worksheets
• Digital Book

22/05/20 11:14

Achievers

6

Levels

Carolyn Barraclough, Leanne Gray, Martyn Hobbs, Julia Keddle,
Jane Revell and Ken Wilson

A 1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

DI

IT!

OVER
SC

British
English

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Digital
Book

Video

Audio

Achievers is an inspiring six-level course for teenagers which combines interesting,
age-appropriate topics with challenging input, practice and support, so that every
student will achieve his or her best.
Achievers offers a choice of entry point (Post-Beginner or Elementary) and covers

CEFR levels A1+ through to C1 over its six levels.
With Achievers, students will:
• develop their written production with
step-by-step guidance through the writing
process, and annotated model texts in the
Writing Reference.
• focus on Cambridge English and TOEFL®
exams through exam preparation lessons.

www.richmond.com.ar
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• learn contemporary, idiomatic spoken
English.
• prepare and carry out different
fun speaking tasks in the unique
Challenge lessons.

Exam
Connection

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Digital Book
• Richmond Learning Platform

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book

• Teacher’s Resource Book
• Teacher’s iBook
• Teacher’s Audio Material
Pack
• Richmond Learning Platform

Adults
Young Adults

...is for everyone

6

British
English

Richmond
Learning
Platform

App

Digital
Book

who want to maximize their English language learning experience. Developed with
series editor Jim Scrivener, internationally renowned teacher trainer and presenter,
Personal Best brings together a focus on practice as a driver of improvement and
a 21st-century course package with an integrated web-based video show and the
Personal Best Language App.

• The pronunciation syllabus focuses on
connected speech to help students
recognize and produce language.
• Lexis is prioritized, with two or more
vocabulary sets per unit, and incorporated
into discussions and other tasks.

ve

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Personal Best is a six-level General English course for today’s busy young adults

• Grammar is presented in stand-alone
lessons, separate from skills work.

s per Le

90-120

Levels

Daniel Barber, Luiz Otávio Barros, Bess Bradfield, Sheila Dignen,
Graham Fruen, Jake Hughes, Alastair Lane, Louis Rogers,
Jim Scrivener, James Styring, Liz Walter, and Kate Woodford

our

l

Personal Best

H

• As part of a comprehensive skills
syllabus, reading and listening skills
pages develop learner skills and
strategies.
• Students can apply selected
functional language to improve
specific speaking or writing skills.
• Speaking and writing activities have
clear task goals and cumulative aims.

Video

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students

• Student’s Book with platform
access code
• eStudent's Book
• Workbook with Audio
• eWorkbook
• Language App
• Richmond Learning Platform
- Downloadable Audio and
Video

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book with platform
access code
• Class Audio and Video Pack
• Digital Book
• Teacher’s Resource Book
• Richmond Learning Platform
- Richmond Test Manager

22/05/20 11:15

• Student's

Book

eStudent's Book
and eWorkbook are
The

a page-faithful version
of the print books, but
fully digital, interactive
and trackable. They offer
comprehensive language
and skills presentations and
self-study practice. They
provide targeted practice
of grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation, as well as the
four skills.

Lessons A and C focus on Language. They cover grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and
use graded texts or audio to contextualise language. There is an emphasis on practice via staged
activities, with additional practice in the Grammar, Vocabulary and Communication Practice
sections, the Personal Best Language App, the workbook and the Richmond Learning Platform.

• Students can use the
navigation tools at the
bottom of the screen to
flip through pages and
locate content faster.
• Students automatically
get feedback every time
they complete an activity.
When they submit an
activity, their score will be
sent to the Markbook.

Lessons B and D focus on development of one of the four skills. B lessons focus on listening or
reading, while D lessons focus on speaking or writing. The listening and speaking lessons feature a
Learning Curve video.

www.richmond.com.ar
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Visual
Grammar

2

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Jim Scrivener

Visual Grammar is a two-level series that enables young
adult learners to see how grammar functions through clear
visual presentations.
Each one-page unit contains a visual presentation of the
grammar point, followed by a variety of different exercise
types. The book also offers fully trackable extra material
online for use at home or in the classroom.

Vocabulary
Builder

Richmond

Digital

Learning

Book

Video

Audio

2

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Elizabeth Walter and Kate Woodford

Vocabulary Builder

helps young adults develop their

vocabulary in useful lexical sets, as well as collocations and
grammar patterns.
Each book is divided into 50 easy-to-navigate double-page
units which present and practise vocabulary in context and
also help provide help with collocations and grammar
patterns.

Richmond
Learning
Platform

07-RCHMND_ELTCAT_2020(97-112)INTL.indd 102

Exam
Connection

Audio

18/05/20 20:36

Supplementary

...is for everyone

Primary Methodology
Handbook
Practical Ideas for ELT

Patricia Grounds, Suzanne Guerrero, Carol Lethaby, Caroline Moore and Joep van der
Werff

Video

The Primary Methodology Handbook provides clear explanations of key teaching methodology
concepts in a way that is accessible to new and experienced teachers alike. Comprehension and
reflection activities engage and guide the reader, consolidating new information and facilitating its
application in the classroom. The Handbook covers essential areas of study for English instruction in
primary schools.
A genuinely practical handbook for primary teachers that links ELT theory to real-life classroom
situations!
Key Features of the Primary Methodology Handbook include:
• An overview of the characteristics of primary learners • Guidelines for test writing and
assessment.
and childhood development.
• Guidance in teaching mixed-ability groups and
support strategies for special needs students.

• Tips for integrating technology into the
learning process.

• Suggestions for improving classroom management
and student motivation.

• Fun language games and activities for all
primary levels.

• A guide for lesson planning with textbooks,
supplementary and self-made materials.

• Video tutorials demonstrating teaching
strategies from the Handbook.

Handbook with DVD

7506009841536

www.richmond.com.ar
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Lessons Learned
First Steps Towards Ref lective
Teaching in ELT
Gabriel Díaz Maggioli and Lesley Painter-Farrell

Lessons Learned: introduces aspiring teachers to the main

principles and practices associated with reflective teaching in the
field of foreign and second language instruction. It can also be used
as a reference and resource in professional development programs
for more experienced language teachers wishing to update their
professional knowledge base.
Key Features:

• Accessible language, clearly introduced content, mind maps, pictures
and diagrams facilitate understanding
• Reflective Journal Tasks, Observation Tasks and Portfolio Tasks at
the end of each chapter help to consolidate and keep record of the
information learned throughout the chapter
• Written by experienced authors, well-known world wide from the world
of ELT
Lessons Learned

9789974959170

Exams

...is for everyone

Target for Schools

2

Levels

A2 Key and B1 Preliminary New Edition

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Sue Ireland, Joanna Kosta and Susan White

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Exam
Connection

Target A2 Key for Schools and Target B1 Preliminary for Schools prepare

students for the Cambridge English Qualifications A2 Key and B1 Preliminary. Essential
exam practice, tips and strategies are combined with fun, communicative activities,
ensuring lessons are varied and engaging—and that students are ready for their exam.
The Richmond Learning Platform offers extra practice activities, information and
tips for students. Teachers can find downloadable audio and scripts, photocopiable
worksheets and at-a-glance reports on student activity and progress.
These new editions have been fully updated for the revised A2 Key and B1 Preliminary
exams (from January 2020).

Audio

Printable
Material

Components &
Resources:
For Students

• Student’s Book with platform
access code
• Workbook with complete
Practice Test
• Richmond Learning Platform

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book

• Richmond Learning Platform
- Richmond Test Manager

Target A2 Key and B1 Preliminary for Schools offer:
• easy-to-teach topic-based lessons with
focused vocabulary and grammar practice.
• authentic exam practice and preparation
written by experienced exam item writers.

• essential exam-taking tips and
strategies, including a comprehensive
exam guide.

www.richmond.com.ar
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Richmond Practice Tests
A2 Key and B1 Preliminary

2

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Online
Practice Tests
Included

Exam
Connection

Richmond
Learning
Platform

The completely new Richmond Practice Tests at A2 Key and B1
Preliminary levels practise the revised Cambridge English Qualifications (from
2020). Students will become familiar with the language, skills and strategies they
need for exam success and gain essential practice.
Both levels are written by experienced examiners to ensure that they accurately
reflect the type of language and questions students will encounter in their exam.
They include complete practice tests and access to the Richmond Learning
Platform, where students can download audio and find extra practice activities,
information and exam-taking tips and strategies.
While the Richmond Practice Tests provide thorough exam preparation, they
can also support any A2 Key or B1 Preliminary level General English course.
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Audio

Components &
Resources:
For Students
• Student’s Book with platform
access code
• Richmond Learning Platform

•

For Teachers

Richmond Learning Platform

- Richmond Test Manager

Target Cambridge English: First
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Bess Brad ield and Caroline Krantz

Target Cambridge English: First is the updated editionŁ

of Target FCE, Richmond’s popular exam preparation course
for teens and young adults. The digital components offer more
support for students, including two complete online practice tests
with a step-by-step guide to the exam in Trainer mode and extra
practice activities. Teachers can access a range of unit tests in the
Richmond Test Manager.
The print material has been fully updated by experienced
exam item writers, but maintains its user-friendly format and
emphasis on personalization. A word-building focus in every
unit trains students for the Reading and Use of English papers,
and there are extensive writing sections and additional material
in the Workbook and Teacher’s Book, including progress tests,
photocopiable activities and Common Errors Worksheets.

Online
Practice Tests
Included

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Exam
Connection

Audio

Printable
Material

Components:
For Students

For Teachers

• Student’s Book
• Workbook with Audio
• Richmond Learning Platform
• Teacher's Book
• Richmond Learning Platform

Richmond Practice Tests
Cambridge English: First

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Diana L. Fried-Booth

Richmond Practice Tests for Cambridge English: First

have been completely updated by experienced examiners and offer
comprehensive exam preparation and practice, in print and online. The
Student’s Book provides five complete practice tests, mirroring the format of
the real Cambridge English First exam, with realistic visual material for the
Speaking papers.
Interactive versions of the tests are also provided on the Richmond
Learning Platform, along with two additional practice tests, a step-by-step
guide to the exam, helpful information about each paper and tips on exam
techniques.

Richmond
Learning Platform

Exam
Connection

Audio

Components:
For Students
For Teachers

• Student’s Book with answers
• Student’s Book no answers
• Richmond Learning Platform
• Teacher’s Book • Class Audio CDs
• Richmond Learning Platform

www.richmond.com.ar
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Richmond Practice Tests
Cambridge English
Advanced

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Richmond Practice Tests for Cambridge English
Advanced have been written by experienced examiners

and offer comprehensive exam preparation and practice in
print and online. The Student's Book provides five complete
practice tests for the Cambridge English Advanced Exam
(CAE). Interactive versions of the tests are also provided on
the Richmond Learning Platform, along with two additional
online practice tests.

Online
Practice Tests
Included

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Exam
Connection

Audio

Components:
For Students

• Student’s Book
• Richmond Learning Platform

Richmond Practice
Tests
IELTS
Richmond Practice Tests for IELTS helps students prepare

for the International English Language Testing System (IELTS). The
tests have been written by experienced exam item writers and offer
comprehensive support and practice in print and online.
With four complete practice tests for the Academic module and two
Reading and Writing components for the General Training module, it
is perfect for anyone who is preparing to take IELTS. Interactive
versions of these tests, plus two additional Academic tests are also
provided on the Richmond Learning Platform, along with the audio
material for all the tests.

Online
Practice Tests
Included

Components:
For Students

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Exam
Connection

Audio
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• Student’s Book
• Richmond Learning Platform

Readers
...is for everyone
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Richmond Primary Readers

6

Levels

The Richmond Primary Readers series is an original collection of 18 beautifully illustrated

graded readers over six levels. The language has been adapted for each level of primary education
and the series is fully mapped to the Cambridge Young Learners’ suite. Each title includes a picture
dictionary section and the series is accompanied by extra teacher's resources, including
worksheets and downloadable audio.
Key Features:

Teacher Support:

• Humorous stories that will appeal to each age
group

• A worksheet and accompanying teacher’s notes
for each title are available on our website
www.richmond.com.ar

• Perfect for self-study or the classroom

Level 1 - Pre-Starters
Callum the Caterpillar
Mole at the Seaside

Level 2 - Starters

Level 3 - Pre-intermediate
Who’s Coming for Tea?
Teamwork
Ozzie and the Summer
Sun

The Magic Carpet

Level 4 - Movers

Smellybear

The Christmas Mouse
Pedro’s Project
CC Goes to India

www.richmond.com.ar
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• Downloadable audio

Level 5 - Movers

Level 6 - Flyers

Professor Wong and King
Arthur

A Maori Story

Aladdin and Other Stories

Footprints in the Forest

Mystery Island

Rubbish Rivals
The Rockpool

18 beautifully illustrated graded
readers over six levels and fully
mapped to the CEFR.

Each Richmond Primary Reader is accompanied by photocopiable
worksheets and background teaching notes.
These and the corresponding audio are available at www.richmond.com.ar

Digital Products
...is for everyone
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GO!
International

6

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Brendan Dunne and Robin Newton

ALSO AVAILABLE
GO! App

Richmond
Learning
Platform

American
English

App

Digital
Book

GO! International is a dynamic, 6-level series for Primary that puts children first.

The language, themes and contexts completely cover the Cambridge and Michigan
Young Learners' exams syllabuses, while reflecting children’s lives, interests and
aspirations.

GO! International features:
• Clear methodology: Vocabulary and
grammar points are recycled continually
as children progress, while logical lesson
structures ensure that the focus is always
clear at a glance
• A wealth of multimedia content: All songs,
stories and culture lessons are accompanied
by fun animations and videos. Grammar
animations in levels 3-6 also help fully
explain the nuts and bolts of English
• Learning to Learn: Children are regularly
encouraged to reflect on their own learning
experience, providing the teacher with
a personal impression of each child’s
achievements and abilities

Audio

Printable
Material

Fully Digital
Components
& Resources:
For Students

• Digital solutions: Fully interactive
materials such as games, posters and
videos supported by an easy-tofollow learning path means going
digital has never been easier!
• GO Innovate! sections help you
integrate the latest methodologies
such as Cooperative Learning
structures, Flipped Classroom
dynamics, Thinking Routines and
Drama techniques in your classroom

• e-Student’s Book
• e-Activity Book
• App
• Richmond Learning
Platform with downloadable
audio and animations

For Teachers
• Teacher’s Digital Book
• Teacher’s Resource Bank
• Richmond Learning Platform
with audio, video, extra
resources and project ideas
• Richmond Test Manager
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• Student's

Book

The Student’s Book in each level of GO! International starts with a welcome unit,
Ready, steady, go! followed by eight units, each consisting of eight main lessons
and a unit review lesson. Accompanied by attractive illustrations and photos, each
main unit contains fun, level-appropriate activities and games.

GO! International
A fully-digital
Series for Primary
Students
• Student’s e-Book

• Activity

Book

The additional full-color Activity Book, available in digital format, reflects the
structure of the Student’s Book and provides relevant, engaging activities
throughout the course. It is accompanied by the Activity Book Audio, in
downloadable format.

An online, multi-device
version of the Student’s
Book to access the course
material at home. It
contains:
- Student’s i-tools to
personalise the book
- Video material
- Audio material

• Videos

Easy access to videos and
animations for grammar,
stories, CLIL and culture
lessons.

• e-Activity Book A

complete interactive
version of the Activity
Book. Assign sections
or let students work
through on their own:
students' progress appears
automatically in the
Markbook and in detailed
visual reports.

Teacher's Book

The Digital Teacher’s Book is a full-color guide which contains step-by-step guidance
to make the most of each lesson. The complete teaching notes include suggestions
for warmer activities, extra whole-class activities, wrap-up activities and ideas to keep
fast finishers engaged.

• GO! App

A fantastic, free app for
practising the grammar and
vocabulary from
the Student’s Book.

59
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Bilingual Education

Pathway to Science:

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Enhanced Digital Edition

María de la Luz Acosta Méndez, Cecilia Barea, Heather Bingham,
Mariana Martínez, Alejandro Pérez Granados and Vali Tamm

Topic: A Healthy Body

Enhanced Digital Edition

1

2

3

4

5

Enhanced Digital Edition

Enhanced Digital Edition

Enhanced Digital Edition

Enhanced Digital Edition

Topic: Properties of Objects Topic: Obtaining Materials

Topic: The Five Senses

Enhanced Digital Edition

AVAILABLE

4

ONLINE
ONLY

6

Hours per week

e-Student's
Book

Video

Levels

Printable
Material

Topic: Gases and Air

American English

Audio

Teacher's
i-Solutions

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Pathway to Science: Enhanced Digital Edition is based on the Scientific
Method, where students observe, question, experiment and discover the
world around them. As this version is only available online, all the activities
are fully interactive, with integrated audio and video. Learners also develop
competencies in science while developing their English language proficiency.
The course includes contents aligned with the program Exploration and
Comprehension of the Natural and Social World, published by the Mexican
Ministry of Education in 2017.
With Pathway to Science: Enhanced Digital Edition, students will:
• interactively observe, question,
experiment and discover the world
around them through motivating,
educational activities online.
• perform a hands-on practical
experiment for each topic in the
Science Lab session.
• explore competencies in science while
advancing and enriching their English
language proficiency.

www.richmond.com.ar

6

Topic: Materials, Uses and Recy
cling

• satisfy your and their curricular
needs through a broad range of
scientific topics.
• experience blended learning and
the flipped classroom with the new
enhanced online-only format.
• have fun and learn simultaneously
with videos.

Components
and resources:
For Students
• eStudent's Book (organized
by individual topics)
• Podcast-like audio program
• Audio Worksheets
• Informational Videos
• Video Worksheets
• Additional Interactive
Activities

For Teachers
• Teacher's Guide
• Teacher's i-Solutions
• Audio Worksheets
• Video Worksheets

Bilingual Education

Richmond ELT Catalog 2022

• eStudent's Book

Pathway to Science: Enhanced Digital Edition guides students step-by-step
to learn interactively about the world around them.

Each lesson is divided into
various sessions to cover the
topic students are working
with.

The objective of
each topic is easily
identified in the
heading.

Throughout each topic,
students will work
with fully interactive
activities.

Learn more
about...

Learning goals are
easily identifiable in the
top-right corner of each
spread.

Enhanced Digital Edition

Teacher's i-Solutions
You’ll be ready to plan
your lessons with this fully
interactive version of all
teaching and learning
materials.
Easy access to all teaching
and learning materials.

Clear labels help students and
teachers identify the stages of
each session.

Every topic
contains one
hands-on
activity to
put students’
newly acquired
knowledge in
practice.

Throughout each topic, students will find several information
boxes. The objectives of the boxes vary from fun facts to
language extension activities.

In the top-right
corner of each
spread, students
will find the
learning goal of

The step-by-step lesson
plans presented in the form
of learning paths make
lesson preparation easy.

that Science Lab.

The learning paths tool also
allows you to easily navigate
between components,
moving from the Student´s
Book to the Audio and Video
Worksheets with one single
click.

Each Science Lab
is conducted using
the different steps
of the Scientific
Method.

• Teacher’s Guide
Information
boxes, such
as Clarifying
Concepts
and Science
Extension
provide helpful
tips for both
teachers and
students.

Clear sections
provide
teachers with
the necessary
resources.

The full video support
provided in the Pathway to
Science: Enhanced Digital
Edition Teacher's i-Solutions
offers you the most effective,
visual and easy-to-use
classroom resource.

Now You!

4

Levels

A1 A2 B1 B 2 C1 C2

British
English

Richmond
Learning
Platform

Now You! is a four-level English secondary course which takes students from A1 to
B1+ of the Common European Framework. The course features an eclectic approach
which takes the best of the latest developments in ELT teaching methodology and
carefully interweaves them within a communicative framework.

• Reading content which is further
explored with speaking tasks, in
which students focus on and discuss a
specific core value.

• In every level of the course the student
is accompanied by three vloggers who
introduce the context of each unit in their
Vlogs.

• Info-gap pairwork activities for each
unit at the end of the book. They
combine unit content review with
mediation strategies which are fully
compliant with specifications in the
CEFR.

80www.richmond.com.ar
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Fully Digital
Components
& Resources:

• e-Student’s Book

• Personalisation exercises throughout the
books which make every student the focus
of their own learning journey and help to
consolidate language and skills.

• Multi-student project tasks which are staged
across two units and brought together in a
final task, including recapping, preparation
for a presentation, and 21st century skills.

Printable
Material

For Students

Now You! features include:

• A wide range of tools for implementing
flipped learning.

Audio

• The Review page at the end of each
unit which combines course content
with Cambridge exam practice
questions, ensuring students are
familiar with question format and can
apply their knowledge in an exam
context.

• e-Workbook
• Richmond Learning

Platform

- Extra Practice Activities
- Downloadable Audio

For Teachers

• Digital Teacher’s Book

interleaved with the
Student’s Book
• Richmond Learning
Platform

- Downloadable Audio
- Photocopiable

Resources

- A full range of Print-

and-Go or Editable
Digital Tests on the
Richmond Test Manager

18/05/20 20:22

• Student's

Book

Each level of Now You! contains a Get Started! unit and nine main units. Each of
the main units contains a lead-in and culture video introduced by the vloggers,
grammar animations and a Cambridge exam-focused unit review. There is also a
group project developed across every 2 units, plus mediation-focused pairwork
activities, a grammar reference, irregular verbs list and unit-by-unit wordlist at the
end of the book.

Now You! Digital
Teacher’s
Book is your

comprehensive guide to
teaching both Now You! and
the key methodologies on
which the course is based.
For each unit of the
Student’s Book there is an
overview for fast lesson
planning, plus complete
teaching notes, audio
transcripts and answer keys
for the student’s material.

Teacher’s Resources

The e-Workbook is a fully-interactive tool providing practice of all the
main unit content in the Student’s Book. The Workbook also contains
self-assessment exercises, extra practice for the grammar reference
and a wordlist.

A wide range of ready-toprint and editable material
is provided to complement
and enhance your teaching.
They include:
• Worksheets for both
the Lead-in and Culture
videos for Flipped
Learning dynamics
• Vocabulary worksheets at
three levels of difficulty
• Grammar worksheets at
three levels of difficulty
• Diagnostic, Unit, End-ofterm and End-of-year
tests at two levels of
difficulty

Teacher’s Audio

All listening exercises used
in the Student’s Book,
Workbook and Teacher’s
Resources.
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6

Levels

Daniel Barber, Luiz Otávio Barros, Bess Bradfield, Sheila Dignen,
Graham Fruen, Jake Hughes, Alastair Lane, Louis Rogers,
Jim Scrivener, James Styring, Liz Walter, and Kate Woodford

AVAILABLE

in British or
American English

Richmond
Learning
Platform

App

Digital
Book

who want to maximise their English language learning experience. Developed with
series editor Jim Scrivener, internationally renowned teacher trainer and presenter,
Personal Best brings together a focus on practice as a driver of improvement and
a 21st-century course package with an integrated web-based video show and the
Personal Best Language App.

• The pronunciation syllabus focuses on
connected speech to help students
recognise and produce language.
• Lexis is prioritised, with two or more
vocabulary sets per unit, and incorporated
into discussions and other tasks.

s per Le

ve

90-120

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Personal Best is a six-level General English course for today’s busy young adults

• Grammar is presented in stand-alone
lessons, separate from skills work.

our

l

Personal Best

H

• As part of a comprehensive skills
syllabus, reading and listening skills
pages develop learner skills and
strategies.
• Students can apply selected
functional language to improve
specific speaking or writing skills.
• Speaking and writing activities have
clear task goals and cumulative aims.

Video

Audio

Printable
Material

Fully Digital
Components
& Resources:
For Students
• eStudent's Book Access

Code
• Extra Practice

Activities

• Skills Boost +

• eWorkbook Access Code
• Language App

• Downloadable Audio and

Video

For Teachers

• Teacher’s Book with

platform access code

• Class Audio and Video

Pack

• Digital Book

• Teacher’s Resource

Material
• Richmond Test Manager
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• Student's

Book

eStudent's Book
and eWorkbook are
The

Lessons A and C focus on Language. They cover grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and
use graded texts or audio to contextualise language. There is an emphasis on practice via staged
activities, with additional practice in the Grammar, Vocabulary and Communication Practice
sections, the Personal Best Language App, the workbook and the Richmond Learning Platform.

a page-faithful version
of the print books, but
fully digital, interactive
and trackable. They offer
comprehensive language
and skills presentations and
self-study practice. They
provide targeted practice
of grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation, as well as the
four skills.

• Students can use the
navigation tools at the
bottom of the screen to
flip through pages and
locate content faster.

Lessons B and D focus on development of one of the four skills. B lessons focus on listening or
reading, while D lessons focus on speaking or writing. The listening and speaking lessons feature a
Learning Curve video.

• Students automatically
get feedback every time
they complete an activity.
When they submit an
activity, their score will be
sent to the Markbook.

Personal Best Language App , available for each
level of the course, is closely linked to the grammar
and vocabulary in the Student’s Book. It offers optional
self-study practice on a user-friendly interface, allowing
students to practice what they want, when they want.
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NEW

Enjoy reading at any time
with Richmond iRead,
a new CEFR graded
digital reading
programme for K-12
English learners.

iread.richmondsolution.com

Welcome to Richmond iRead!
A new digital graded reading program for
primary and secondary
Enrich your
learning experience
Every Reader has an accompanying audio recording, so students
can listen as they read. It’s the perfect way to enjoy personal
learning and extensive reading for pleasure while improving
vocabulary.

The Reading activities also target key reading subskills such as
Predicting and Reading for the main idea and so develop
proficiency in core literacy skills.

Read with practice
Richmond iRead offers a wealth of interactive practice material based on
each reader, which teachers can assign as they wish. These fun, diverse
activities develop grammar, vocabulary, and the four skills, as well as key
competences such as socio-emotional learning.

A digital library carefully
designed by educators and
language learning experts
with content from

Analytic and reporting tools
for teachers and school leaders
Teachers can track their students’ reading progress through the gradebook,
including their scores by language area and reading subskill.

PRIMARY READERS

iread.richmondsolution.com
The Rock Pool
COLECCIÓN

Brendan Dunne and Robin Newton

FREE CD INSIDE

English Language Teaching Catalog 2021

E n g l i s h La n g u a g e Te a c h i n g

C a ta lo g 2022

...is for everyone
Av. Leandro N. Alem 720
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires
inform@richmondelt.com

www.richmond.com.ar

...is for everyone

